Preoperative psychological evaluation of transplant patients: challenges and solutions

Abstract: Psychological assessments are crucial for the evaluation and optimization of the suitability of transplant patients. The interdisciplinary evaluation in modern transplantation medicine focuses on important psychosocial issues, such as assessing patients' characteristics that predict best postoperative outcome after solid organ transplantation. When assessing patients for reconstructive hand transplantation, the psychological evaluation should identify whether reconstructive hand transplantation is the best treatment option to regain functionality and sensation, to resolve body image concerns, and to improve health-related quality of life (HRQOL) for each patient. These psychosocial issues in transplantation medicine are receiving increased attention; however, standardized psychological evaluation and follow-up protocols are still being developed. Previously published reports in transplantation medicine have attempted to identify psychosocial factors important in the evaluation of transplant patients and that predict psychosocial outcomes. This review will provide an overview of recent investigations in solid organ and vascularized composite allotransplantation (VCA), including the domains of evaluation, pre- and posttransplant follow-up, psychiatric complications, evaluation of body image, and HRQOL. Recent work highlights the potential for a multicenter research approach utilizing standardized assessment strategies and emphasizing the need for a shared assessment approach to understand psychosocial outcomes. For example, the Chauvet Workgroup convened in 2014 in Paris with stakeholders in the assessment of psychosocial factors to discuss key areas and propose an ongoing shared effort across centers in addressing important questions related to psychosocial care of VCA. A successful transplantation requires a multistaged multidisciplinary psychosocial evaluation to identify those most suited to solid organ or reconstructive transplantation and minimize psychological morbidity. With this in place, current transplant psychosocial practices can be useful for solid organ transplantation and refined for VCA. This review will present potential challenges and solutions for guideline development in both solid organ and VCA.
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Introduction

In modern transplantation medicine the preoperative psychological evaluation of transplant patients is equally important as the medical assessment in determining patients' eligibility for solid organ or reconstructive transplantation.\(^1\)\(^2\) It is widely accepted that several psychosocial and medical risk factors place transplant patients at higher risk for non-adherence and negative medical and/or psychological postoperative outcomes such as the development of depressive symptoms, posttraumatic stress reactions, or regression.\(^3\) The pre- and postoperative psychological evaluation of patients for solid...
organ or reconstructive transplantation should be integral parts of any transplant program.

Nevertheless, there are fields in transplantation medicine where the standardized psychological evaluation still represents a relatively new approach such as the preoperative assessment of patients for vascularity of composite allograft transplantation (VCA). Patients suffering from the loss of a hand or an upper extremity have to cope with multiple challenges. Thus, the identification of at-risk patients and those requiring ongoing counseling are a primary focus of the psychological evaluation.

Goals of the psychological evaluation include selection of patients most likely to benefit from transplantation and identification of areas for psychological intervention, both before and after transplantation. The preoperative psychological evaluation should address the patients’ premorbid psychiatric state, past accommodation to stressors and coping skills, history of adherence to treatment and medication self-management, substance abuse history, potential posttraumatic reactions because of organ loss, anxiety and depression, health-related quality of life (HRQOL) and general health behaviors, quality of affect, mental status, level of daily activities and social support, including community and faith-based support systems. It may also be useful to administer standardized evaluation protocols including psychometric screening tools to evaluate psychosocial factors relevant to transplantation.

Careful preoperative psychological evaluation is essential to review patients for psychosocial factors that are predictive of symptom emergence and nonadherence, while close follow-up posttransplantation can help improve outcomes. Additionally, specific interventions that take into account the unique psychological and medical needs of transplant patients need to be further developed. Improved strategies for identifying high-risk patients and finding ways to intervene both pre- and posttransplantation may not only help lengthen transplant recipients’ life spans, but also improve their adaptation to transplantation and lead to improved HRQOL.

A comprehensive systematic review of the literature was conducted by reviewing manuscripts, which describe psychiatric or psychological assessment of patients before and after solid organ transplantation or VCA. We screened citations from MEDLINE, EMBASE, Web of Science, PsychINFO, Sociological Abstracts, and CINAHL databases. Terms such as transplantation, solid organ transplantation, allotransplantation, allograft, assessment, evaluation, hand transplantation, psychiatric, psychological, and psychosocial were used in the search strategies. The “Related Articles” feature on PubMed and reference lists of all included studies were also reviewed. We attempted to identify manuscripts that addressed the psychiatric or psychological impact of solid organ transplantation or VCA. The eligibility of each citation was evaluated and the manuscripts were retrieved for any citation considered potentially relevant.

Given the influence of psychological factors on the success of solid organ transplantation or VCA, research on psychological factors will be an ongoing focus in the field. This review will provide an overview of recent clinical practices, research, and consensus opinion in solid organ and VCA, regarding the domains of evaluation, pre- and posttransplant follow-up, psychiatric complications, evaluation of body image, and HRQOL. In addition, information to guide selection of patients will be given and the importance of a multicenter research approach will be addressed. As recent work has provided a more complete picture of the complexities of the psychosocial factors in transplantation medicine, standardized evaluation and follow-up protocols could capitalize on the collective diverse clinical experiences from centers. As a result, psychological risk factors for both poor psychosocial and medical/surgical outcomes could be identified resulting in identification of patients in need of supportive treatment in the course of transplantation.

Psychological aspects in transplantation medicine

A multidisciplinary team of dedicated transplant professionals should assess the patients’ ability to successfully navigate the complexities of pre- and posttransplant life. In this context, a key member of the transplant team is the transplant psychiatrist or psychologist, who is responsible for the patients’ psychological evaluation (eg, pre-transplant risk assessment and eligibility for transplantation) as well as for ongoing counseling and posttransplant follow-up.

Evaluation of expectations in transplantation medicine includes an assessment of the expectations of the patients, their families, and the transplant team. With respect to patients’ expectations, two questions arise: 1) What do the patients hope to gain from the surgery? Patients’ goals may include improved health and physical function, decreased pain, and their improved HRQOL; 2) Are the patients’ expectations realistic? This encompasses whether the patient understands the potential surgical complications, the risks of immunosuppression, the potential for rejection and graft loss, and the need for adherence to the therapeutic regimen.

Particularly, the transplant team expects that the patient will adhere to medical recommendations, including medical appointments, laboratory draws, and medications. The team
expects that the patient will maintain good communication, alerting the team regarding any changes in health status. Therefore, establishing a therapeutic alliance is a key to foster good communication. One way to align the expectations of team and patient is through education of the patients and their families. In addition to communication strategies that are essential components of psychological evaluation, the clinical interview of the patients themselves and their families helps to create a meaningful understanding of the patients’ unique circumstances and past psychiatric history while psychometric instruments may help to reveal the patients’ psychological coping strategies and symptom burden.20

Practitioners may employ a variety of psychometric instruments to complement their clinical evaluation. Centers vary widely in terms of the types of instruments used and the weight that the instruments carry in their clinical decision-making. There is currently no international consensus on which instruments may contribute to optimal candidate selection.

Optimization of patient selection is also important because of the patients’ risk to develop a psychiatric disorder before transplantation as well as during the posttransplant period.21,22 Fortunately, the large majority of transplanted patients are usually satisfied with the outcome of transplantation and their improved general health and HRQOL.23-26 However, a small number of patients posttransplant report the following disorders: major depression or recurrence of depression,27-32 family dysfunction,20,23,33 anxiety disorders,34,35 and drug and/or alcohol abuse.36-40 Therefore, the underlying conditions should be treated and will require close monitoring for emerging psychological symptoms before and after transplantation.

Domains of psychological evaluation and follow-up

Robust preoperative psychological evaluation protocols will aid transplant teams in providing relevant information for the interdisciplinary decision-making process on patients’ eligibility for transplantation. This will then enable the selection of patients most likely to benefit from transplantation. In addition, highly selective evaluation protocols will identify areas for supportive psychological intervention, both before and after transplantation. The psychological evaluation and follow-up protocols ideally will address the following psychosocial domains.

Premorbid psychiatric state

A careful history of the patients’ past psychiatric conditions and treatments including psychotherapies, medication trials including names of medications, dosages, and duration of use are helpful. Collateral history from family members and local providers can reveal additional information that can help the transplant team to identify higher risk candidates or candidates who would benefit from closer monitoring or additional services.

The assessment of the premorbid psychiatric state is one of the most important domains of psychological evaluation, and diverse psychiatric complications in solid organ and reconstructive transplantation have been described.21,22 Pre-existing psychiatric difficulties (eg, mood changes, anxiety and depression, and personality disorders), the initial trauma of diagnosis of a terminal disease or the trauma of amputation (in case of patients considering reconstructive hand transplantation), and adjusting to the transplantation process (eg, adherence to medication) appear to be important factors. Somatic symptoms may be a sequela of maladaptive psychological functioning. In particular, during the time period of surgery, rejection episodes and delayed function, difficulty with the rehabilitation, and side effects of immunosuppressive treatment may cause mood changes, anxiety, as well as depressive reactions that require supportive treatment.

Patients with personality disorders require close psychiatric pre-transplant evaluation and posttransplant follow-up, because they may experience an exacerbation or reactivation of maladaptive coping and psychiatric symptoms in the setting of transplantation.41,42

A potential increased risk of non-adherence to treatment has been observed in patients with a prolonged hospitalization, psychological regression, addiction, relational difficulties, and/or diverse behavioral problems.43 Also, psychotic reactions may put the patients at higher risk for non-adherence, especially in the setting of high dose opiates, steroid treatment, and/or the patients’ inability to accept and successfully integrate the graft. Notably, the stress of the surgical procedure can lead to relapse to addictions so that the patients’ ability to manage complex posttransplant medical regimens is at risk. On rare occasions following transplantation, patients are ambivalent about transplantation, which may diminish their motivation to manage the medical regimen leading to rejection and graft failure.3,44

Past adaption to stressors and coping skills

Assessing the patients’ past adaptation to medical care is important. The ability to comply with complex medical regimens may predict future compliance with posttransplant medical regimens.3 The patients’ ability to sustain long-term
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Pre-existing medical regimens may predict future compliance with posttransplant medical regimens.20,23,27-32...
employment and stable relationships provides the transplant team with helpful insights about the patients’ ability to form a relationship with the transplant team and to solve problem through complications. Evidence of conflicted past interpersonal relationships may indicate a need for psychological assessment of maladaptive personality traits. Often, collateral history from previous health-care providers will indicate if there are areas of concern.

**Adherence and self-management**

The involvement of the transplant team pharmacist to assess the patients’ previous compliance with medications is helpful. Determining whether the patient has a reasonable understanding of their current medications, has been taking medications as prescribed, and checking with the pharmacy to see whether medications have been refilled in a timely manner can be especially helpful.

Recently, attempts have been made to develop specific instruments for the assessment of adherence and self-management. Nevertheless, these efforts are in their infancy and no specific instrument is universally accepted. An example of this would be the Innsbruck Psychological Screening Program for Reconstructive Transplantation use of the Medication Experience Scale by Goetzmann to evaluate the adherence focusing on immunosuppression after VCA.

**Substance abuse**

Reviewing the patients’ use of alcohol and exposure to illicit substances are an essential part of the evaluation process. Careful review of consumption patterns, evidence of binge drinking, tolerance, adverse consequences of use, loss of control, and previous chemical dependence treatment is required. For patients with evidence of an abusive pattern of alcohol or substance use, chemical dependence treatment with ongoing participation in a sobriety program such as Alcoholics Anonymous provides the most comprehensive approach to support posttransplant sobriety.

**Anxiety, depression, and posttraumatic reactions**

Anxiety and depression are typically detrimental to the outcome of transplantation resulting in poor sleep, compromised nutrition, and decreased motivation for rehabilitation and medical care. Encouraging patients to self-monitor for these symptoms and educating the treatment team about early referral for psychiatric assessment are recommended. Typically, patients can tolerate most serotonin reuptake inhibitors and will be better able to fully participate in posttransplant rehabilitation if their mood symptoms are well treated. The authors refer the reader to standard Psychosomatic Medicine textbooks for further information on prescribing for this population.

**General health behaviors and HRQOL**

There is a paucity of literature on general health and HRQOL in transplant patients, although the SF-36 Health Survey has been used in assessing posttransplant QOL.

There is a widely accepted consensus that general health behavior and HRQOL are important domains of psychological evaluation, and existing protocols and instruments primarily focus on physical and functional outcomes. We know that a one-to-one correlation between physical/functional outcome and the anticipated patients’ HRQOL after transplantation does not exist, and that there is a need for measures that capture the subjective experience of transplant patients (patient-centered and incorporating other domains of QOL). In addition, the ideal instrument would be one that can be used both pre- and posttransplant, to allow longitudinal assessment, and should be culturally sensitive and applicable across multiple sociocultural contexts.

**Body image**

Body image issues are important psychosocial factors to address during the pre- and posttransplant evaluation of transplant patients, both in solid organ and particularly in reconstructive transplantation. Ideally, the psychological evaluation provides relevant information regarding the patients’ ‘self/body-concept and helps determine whether successful integration of the graft can be expected.

In VCA, the disturbed body image due to the loss of hand(s) is a major factor in psychological and social well-being and may precipitate a range of concealing behaviors in response to negative self-evaluation and possibly a body image disorder. Body image issues are especially important for patients considering VCA, because the allograft is visible and is intimately connected to the patients’ self/body concept. These significant body image issues should be identified and addressed by standardized pre- and posttransplant evaluation procedures to facilitate processing changes in body image that occur during the transplant process. An inability to psychologically integrate the transplanted hand may result in non-adherence to medications, which in turn will lead to rejection and may necessitate amputation.

Additionally, incorporating the body image issues of patients’ relatives (eg, “Will I be able to accept that my husband will touch me with his new hands?”) can be critical to the patients’ ultimate acceptance of visible allografts.
Finally, pro-active strategies and psychosocial interventions to support the patients in their self-concept or body image processing should be considered if disordered body image is identified pre-transplant.

Quality of affect and mental status
In addition to the evaluation of the premorbid psychiatric state, the assessment of the mood and mental status of transplant patients is needed to determine their eligibility for transplantation. Pre-transplant screening procedures and posttransplant follow-up ratings should evaluate whether the patients show understandable anxiety, fear, and sadness or whether these symptoms suggest psychiatric pathology. Also, the assessment of patients’ cognitive abilities is important and should be incorporated into pre- and posttransplant protocols, to ensure that the patients understand the surgical procedure, all transplant-associated risks, and comply with posttransplant immunosuppressive regimens.

While the desire of chronically ill patients to be restored to full physical function is understandable, they may be unrealistic about how much psychological and physical restoration they will experience resulting in minimization of the risks of the surgery and postoperative transplant regimen. Thus, desired HRQOL outcomes must be weighed against the surgical procedure that carries medical risks, especially in case of patients considering VCA. Critics have argued that exposing transplant recipients to the risks of non-specific immunosuppression for the benefit of “non-life-saving” treatments is unjustified. Ultimately, risk versus benefit decisions need to be grounded in a personal frame of reference, taking HRQOL factors into account including functional improvement, sense of identity, and risk tolerance decision-making which is different from solid organ transplantation which is largely motivated by survival rates. Additionally, pre-transplant treatment may be lengthy and circumstances may change over time. During this time, the patient’s values may also change, so information, evaluation of that information, and the decisions about transplantation should be an ongoing process. Thus, it is worth emphasizing the importance of understanding the patients’ understanding of the treatment, limitations, and possibilities. Most studies have come to the conclusion that the choice of treatment modality has to be judged on wider criteria that must include all relevant psychosocial aspects.

Daily activities and social support
In particular, the daily life of transplant patients is characterized by their medical regimen (eg, adherence to posttransplant immunosuppressive treatment), so social support is essential to assist patients in their daily activities, helping to normalize their life. Beside potential posttransplant side effects and complications, the overall health and particularly the HRQOL of transplant patients generally improve after successful organ transplantation or VCA.

Taking the pre-transplant status of chronically ill patients who need a solid organ transplantation or amputees considering VCA into account, their life is dominated by the medical regimen and their daily activities are restricted. In the pre-transplant phase, eg, waiting for transplantation, the family support and social assistance is especially important.

For instance, patients with end-stage renal disease (ESRD) are faced with several restrictions resulting from ESRD and with varying modes of treatment. Diverse psychosocial stressors such as loss of self-concept and self-esteem, feeling of uncertainty about the future, and feeling of guilt toward family members negatively affect the patients’ social, financial, and psychological well-being. Although kidney transplantation is generally recognized as the best treatment for ESRD (overview by Tonelli et al), the demand for kidneys exceeds the supply by far. For the majority of ESRD patients, alternative modalities for a renal replacement therapy such as hemodialysis and peritoneal dialysis remain the most common treatment options. The enormous impact of dialysis on HRQOL of ESRD patients has been emphasized. It is therefore imperative that the choices offered and made are in line with what the patients need and want. In most cases, the patients’ dialysis choice depends more on how the treatment will fit into the patients’ life rather than on clinical indicators.

Multicenter research and standardization
Multicenter research approaches and standardized protocol development will be important to advance the field of psychological evaluation in transplantation medicine and we will review some of the challenges moving forward with these research endeavors.

Our literature review revealed that there are differences between Europe and the US. For example, there are European research initiatives that describe (but do not standardize) practices for living donors, including the European Living Donor Psychosocial Follow-Up research project and the European Society for Organ Transplantation initiative in a similar vein (ELPAT). On review of research initiatives in the US, little has been written on the standardized psychosocial evaluation of transplant recipients or donors.
are transplant programs in the US, such as the Mayo Clinic Rochester, that are taking important steps to standardize their protocols across sites using semistructured interviews and shared evaluation protocols rating overall transplant candidacy, mood symptoms, alcohol and substance use, and cognitive screening if applicable. Several hundred programs are reportedly using Stanford Integrated Psychosocial Assessment for Transplantation\(^9\) to standardize the assessment of transplant candidates. Data on how or whether this standardization impacts reliability of assessment or of transplant outcomes (psychosocial or otherwise) are just beginning to emerge.\(^9\)

While some have emphasized the need for a standardized multicenter research approach, like the Chauvet research group, our understanding is that there is fairly little evidence-based work to promote the standardization of transplant psychological evaluation at this time. We note the work of the Chauvet research group in VCA, however, similar research initiatives that focus on standardization have not been identified in solid organ transplantation.\(^4\) This collaborative approach is just a starting place for better understanding VCA patients and this initiative hopefully will advance with the participation from multiple centers culminating in VCA-specific instruments that do not currently exist.

In addition, certain characteristics of VCA are uniquely different from solid organ transplantation. One key difference between the psychological assessment in solid organ transplantation and VCA is that in solid organ transplantation little attention is given to body image. Additionally, solid organ transplantation assesses for QOL domains that may not be as relevant in VCA, for example, the psychological assessment of lung transplant patients asks about activities of daily living to evaluate how impaired they are from their lung disease (eg, physical limitations and how much they can do before they become short of breath), rather than how distressed or frustrated they are about not being able to brush their teeth or shave their own face, or eat by themselves. Patients’ motivation for VCA can emerge from a variety of concerns related to functional and occupational limitations, body image concerns, and the desire to have the sensation of touch, etc. Therefore, assessing motivation for VCA is a complex and highly important psychological task since patients are not medically ill unlike solid organ patients.

Another critical difference is the visible nature of the allograft.\(^8,9\) Grafts of a visible organ impact the patients’ self-image, ideas regarding the allograft, and the patients’ psychological reactions to the allograft.\(^9\) If the patients do not succeed in psychologically accepting the allograft, the consequences can be serious such as a poorly integrated sense of self and incorporation.\(^9\)

**Conclusion**

In summary, a successful transplantation requires a multistaged multidisciplinary psychosocial evaluation to identify candidates suitable for solid organ or VCA and to minimize psychological morbidity. With such procedures in place, current transplant programs can provide transplant candidates with improved posttransplant outcomes leading to better posttransplant quality of life. Guidelines development with contributions from many stakeholders including psychiatrists, psychologist, social workers, nurse coordinators, chemical dependency experts, and transplant teams will yield improved outcomes for this patient population.
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